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The Time and Space project was established by five
Development Education Centres in the North West of
England: Manchester, Preston, Lancaster, Cumbria and
Cheshire. The project was aimed at groups often overlooked
or even excluded by the wider community. Its purpose was to
use art and creative expression to share local groups’ stories
and to make connections with a wider audience. Through the
experience new worlds opened up and links were made across
the globe.

Preston DEC has considerable experience of community
work, and in consultation drew up the project proposal for the
National Lottery Charities Board. After receiving an award
each DEC seconded or appointed a team of six workers. Each
worked for the equivalent of a two-day week for eight months.
The team comprised people with theatre and video skills,
professional visual artists and those with backgrounds in
development education and community development. 

Only Preston had an existing network of community
groups, so the other areas had to develop new approaches and
methods to build the work. 

Cheshire’s work focused on two groups. One was rooted in
the travelling community and produced banners revealing
many aspects of their community: scenes from life on fixed
sites and travelling to Appleby Horse Fair. A woman in the
group said of the project: ‘We are giving a good impression of
what travellers do these days, and what a site looks like. Many
people have a fear of the unknown; they don’t know anything
about us.’

The group had a strong sense of global community through
their travelling and links via their church with gypsy
communities in India. Cheshire also worked with the West
Cheshire Multicultural Women’s Group using drama and the
visual arts. Through this the group deepened their
relationships: ‘Without knowing each other’s language we
could easily communicate and understand each other.’

Food was the main concern for groups working in
Cumbria. One group comprised several hill farmers affected
by the fluctuations in the global trade in sheep. A map of the
world with sheep was made from ceramic tiles. This showed
the ‘food miles’ travelled by lamb imports, while local
producers are going bankrupt. Banners and sculptures from
recycled materials were made, celebrating local products and
encouraging people to think of the impact of their
consumption on the world.

Lancaster DEC used various art forms to share the
experience of young Kosovan refugees. Creative writing
recorded their experience in England and, combined with
photographs from Kosovo, revealed a great deal about their
life. A group of Kosovan girls created a ‘sad’ play to present
at the celebration marking the closure of their accommodation

centre and the dispersal of the families. They also produced a
series of tableaux telling the story of a Serbian attack on a
family. Another Lancaster group, the Homeless Action
Service, worked with an artist on a mural for their building.
Good publicity in the local press acknowledged their
contribution to Lancaster life.

Celebration of the diversity of Manchester was the theme
of that city’s team. People from minority faith communities
were brought together in a process called ‘Transcending
Images’. Here, paintings and sculptures were created to share
the heritage and values that were represented. People made
new connections through opening the imagination to
empathise with others. Groups of young people also shared
visual and creative exercises to reveal something of their view
of the world.

Preston used its existing networks to tell the story of
communities from different estates. Their worker established
contacts in the local prison, so that prisoners could share
something of their lives. Preston brought their contacts
together with the other networks of the region to have a
celebration of the multiplicity of worlds that make up the
North West – creative links with the history of one world in
one region.

Parts of the Time and Space stories were published in a
supplement to the Big Issue in the North. The ‘CHARTS of a
New World’ conference fed the Time and Space experience
into the broader development education movement and also
shared similar projects’ experiences. This was backed by the
United Religions Initiative and the Globalisation and Social
Exclusion Unit of Liverpool University.

In each of the DECs new venues are being created to use
the pioneering experience of the Time and Space project. As
each DEC knows, there is a vast amount of work to make the
connections between local experience and issues of global
change. The arts are a very powerful tool to open the
imagination to encourage people to make the leap and chart
out what may be a better future for us all.

Craig Russell is a sculptor who was part of the
Manchester Development Education Project. He is still
involved in development education as Development
Manager for the United Religions Initiative in Britain and
Ireland.

The Time and Space Report and an update of CHARTS
are available from: CHARTS, c/o 11 Birch Grove,
Rusholme, Manchester M14 5JX email: charts@uri.org.uk
or from any of the DECs in the North West.  

Making Time and Space

Craig Russell reports on a community-based art project taking development education forward in the North West.


